Developments with bead-based screening for novel drug discovery.
Introduction: Combinatorial chemistry provides a cost-effective method for rapid discovery of drug hits/leads. The one-bead-one-compound (OBOC) library method is in principle ideally suited for this application, because it permits a large number of structurally diverse compounds to be rapidly synthesized and simultaneously screened for binding to a target of interest. However, application of OBOC libraries in drug discovery has encountered significant technical challenges. Areas covered: This Special Report covers the challenges associated with first-generation OBOC libraries (difficulty in structural identification of non-peptidic hits, screening biases and high false positive rates, and poor scalability). It also covers the many strategies developed over the past two decades to overcome these challenges. Expert opinion: With most of the technical challenges now overcome and the advent of powerful intracellular delivery technologies, OBOC libraries of metabolically stable and conformationally rigidified molecules (macrocyclic peptides and peptidomimetics, rigidified acyclic oligomers, and D-peptides) can be routinely synthesized and screened to discover initial hits against previously undruggable targets such as intracellular protein-protein interactions. On the other hand, further developments are still needed to expand the utility of the OBOC method to non-peptidic chemical scaffolds.